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songs: the complete track listing follows: 1. deliver us, 2. faster, 3. one weak link, 4. footprints on the sand, 5. setis return, 6. dance to the day, 7. all i ever wanted, 8. make it
right, 9. moses in the desert, 10. through heavens eyes, 11. faster (reprise), 12. never in a million years, 13. act i finale, 14. return to egypt, 15. always on your side, 16. simcha,
17. deliver us (reprise), 18. the plagues, 19. for the rest of my life, 20. heartless, 21. when you believe, 22. never in a million years (reprise), 23. act ii finale apple music - prince
of egypt musical the prince of egypt is a 2007 animated musical drama adventure, produced by dreamworks animation and distributed by paramount pictures. the film was
directed by former disney director and animator, robert zemeckis, produced by steven spielberg and kathleen kennedy, and written by a young team of aaron and adam alper.
the film stars val kilmer, dennis quaid, and antonio banderas as the pharaoh. the film is a retelling of the biblical story of joseph, the second-born son of pharaoh and his wife,
who is falsely accused of trying to seduce the queen. he is forced to flee from the country with his family, their belongings, and his faithful servant, joseph. the family settles in
the land of goshen, and joseph becomes a great leader in egypt and a true friend of the pharaoh. the film was released on dvd and blu-ray disc on june 25, 2008, and includes
deleted and extended scenes, four animated shorts, and the original theatrical trailer. in other news, egypt's first ever roma film festival, the second international film festival in
the country which is scheduled to open on november 3 in the city of cairo, will host a host of major hollywood actors, directors and producers. the film festival will feature more
than 80 films from around the world, including well-known us directors such as steven spielberg and robert zemeckis, as well as actors, including val kilmer, dennis quaid, and
antonio banderas.
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the movie was released in 1998, and was a box office hit and a worldwide critical success. but it also spawned a controversy when it was released on dvd in the u.s. in the '90s,
many studios were concerned about the ability of the dvd to make money, and therefore were willing to make a dvd that was extremely limited. in the case of the prince of

egypt, the only language options were english, german, french, italian, spanish, and portuguese. to this day, nobody knows why the dvd was released this way. the only people
who can really explain the logic behind it are the people who were involved with dreamworks at the time. the new animated musical in association with walt disney pictures the

prince of egypt will feature an all-new original story, songs and score by acclaimed composer stephen schwartz, with new songs by multiple academy award nominee and
grammy award winner alan menken. the creative team also includes screenwriter tony award nominee paul rudnick, who also wrote the script for disney/pixar's oscar-winning

film up. the story follows moses, a young hebrew slave who becomes a leader in the egyptian army. when the pharaoh makes a rash promise to release the hebrews from
slavery, moses disagrees, and leads the enslaved hebrews in their exodus from egypt. his insistence on the pharaoh's promise causes his family and many other egyptians to
suffer from the plagues. after getting the green light from the brothers (who are suing disney, claiming they want a share of the profits, because of the name prince of egypt),

the producers said the new movie will have its world premiere at the cannes film festival in the fall of 2015. in march, 2015, the sci-fi channel announced it will be airing the film
in its movies worth watching series. 5ec8ef588b
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